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INTRODUCING NEW SERVICE
OFFERING — NATURAL GAS
CONSULTING

C

TI Engineers, Inc. is proud to
announce the introduction of our
new Natural Gas Service offering natural
gas consulting engineering to our clients
and customers.
With more than 30 years of engineering
leadership and expertise primarily focused
on water and earth sciences, we are excited
to add natural gas engineering to our
growing range of service offerings. Today’s
communities face an increasing number
of challenges due to growing demand for
reliable utility services and the complexity
of efficiently delivering those services.
At CTI, we measure success in terms of
quality solutions to today’s challenges;
and expanding our services into natural
gas engineering allows us to further
integrate with our customers, leverage
more collective knowledge, and provide
more of the important solutions that
community utilities need to meet their
diverse challenges.

Tackling Service Challenges
Natural gas provides efficient and
reliable energy to meet the needs of
residential and commercial customers
across the country. The goal of natural
gas
producers,
transporters,
and
distributors is to seamlessly deliver
that energy so their customers can
focus on life and business, not energy.
However, natural gas service providers
are experiencing major challenges in

gathering systems, liquids handling, well
pad design, and more. Rob is an abstract
problem solver whose specialty is hearing
the concerns and needs of his clients
and developing a clear path towards the
best solution.
With the new service, CTI has the
leadership and expertise to help meet the
needs of natural gas service providers
such as public and private utilities, pipeline
and facility operators, and producers. We
can provide transmission, distribution, and
midstream engineering services including:
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Feasibility studies

Growing demand
Aging infrastructure
Increasing costs
Regulatory oversight
Expanding engineering complexity
Safety concerns
Environmental responsibility

The magnitude of these challenges
is increasing, and their scope is
constantly evolving. Natural gas service
providers need knowledgeable, focused
professionals who have the leadership
and expertise to perform as an extension
of their team when it comes to proactively
tackling the growing complexity of these
engineering challenges.

Leading the Team
To
meet
this
growing demand,
CTI has added
Rob Napper to
the team, who
brings more than
18 years of natural
gas engineering
and
project
management
experience.
He
has been the lead engineer and project
manager in the design of various types
of natural gas distribution, midstream,
and transmission projects. His projects
include
cross-country
pipelines,
compressor stations, storage fields,

Scoping & cost studies
Pipeline design (steel, plastic, alternatives)
Storage field design
Well pad design
Gathering system design
Metering & regulation facility design
Compression design (electric & gas fired)
Liquids handling design (slug catchers,
stabilizers, truck/pump facilities)
Consider adding CTI to your in-house
project team and allow us to ease some
of the burdens that come from delivering
safe, efficient and cost-effective natural gas
service to your customers. For questions
about this service or how CTI can be a part
of your next natural gas project, reach out
to Rob Napper at rnapper@ctiengr.com.

About CTI Engineers, Inc.
CTI
is
an
employee-owned
civil
engineering consulting firm headquartered
in Chattanooga, Tennessee with branch
offices in Tennessee, Ohio and Georgia.
The firm specializes in total civil engineering
management
consulting
services
extending from the initial conceptual stages
of a project, through studies, planning,
design and financing, to construction
administration, RPR services and startup
assistance. For more information, visit
www.ctiengr.com.

